Out of My Mind: It’s Time to Communicate
For each Scenario below, one student can only use his/her communication while the other person speaks, asks questions, shares comments and writes down answers. For Scenario two, switch places.

**Scenario One:** You are a new student at HRES Elementary and this is your first day. You enter the classroom and you are introduced to the class by Miss Gordon. 33 young faces stare back at you. Miss Gordon is kind enough to be sure you have a buddy to show you around the school. Your buddy comes toward you with a shy, awkward smile. What happens next?

Show the conversation you have with your buddy.
You:
Them:
You:
Them:

**Scenario Two:** Mom is out of town and your dad is in charge. You are hungry but you don’t want to eat at home. You are dying to go out! How do you communicate this to your dad? You have one minute to share with your partner where you want dinner from and what he should order.
Show your conversation here.